Real-Time Optimization
opportunities in NGL
recovery plants

APC has been applied broadly
in NGL recovery plants, but
there are still some millions
left on the table that can be
captured by RTO applications,
since optima do not sit on
corners.

Middle
East Oil
Major
Challenge
Capture additional profits to
those obtained through APC by
installing an RTO application

Increase in profits from

$1 to $3 million
per train in one year

Solution
Development of a rigorous
simulation model for the phase-1
benefits study; followed up with
an open-loop advisory optimizer in
phase-2; finishing with a phase-3
closed-loop on-line optimizer

Benefits
Financial increases in the range
of 1 to 3 million dollars a year per
train

The Challenge in context
An NGL recovery plant separates
the heavier fractions of the raw gas
(Ethane, Propane, Butane) from
the Sales Gas (mostly methane)
respecting the specification
requirements: calorific value for the
Sales Gas and RVP for the NGL
product.
APC applications (like Aspen
DMCplus or Honeywell RMPCT) have
been applied in NGL recovery plants
because they are able to stabilize the
control of the plant, to minimize the

impact of the perturbations and to
“blindly” push the plant against their
moving constraints.
There are two main designs of
NGL recovery plants, one based
on turbo-expanders, and
the other based on multiple
chillers in series, coupled with
refrigeration cycles. Both can
benefit from APC applications
since the two designs are exposed
to the same kind of external
perturbations:

Nitrogen content in feed gas:
Nitrogen dramatically decreases
the calorific value of the Sales Gas
and this is usually compensated for
leaving more NGL in the Sales Gas.
NGL content in feed gas: Not
only total NGL content but also the
C2/C3 ratio affect the way the NGL
should be recovered.
Ambient temperature: Night/
Day and Summer/Winter affect the
air coolers of the refrigeration cycles

used in the plant and impact the
way they should be operated.
Product prices: The Sales Gas
is paid based on calorific value (not
by flowrate). Each NGL fraction has
a different price and the electricity
bill of the compressors also plays a
role. Depending on the market, the
price is updated every month (or
year) and this has a big impact on
how the plant should be operated.

The common solution
APC applications provide a basic
linear optimization rule, that
is applied to their cost-based
Manipulated Variables (MVs). Every
MV is associated with a cost value
(MV cost), which can be positive or
negative. Depending on that cost
value, APC will try to move the MV
up or down (or do nothing if its
cost is zero), in order to minimize
the total cost of all MVs. These MV
costs are heuristically calculated
just once, during the APC project
implementation, and typically
remain constant along the APC
lifecycle.
This kind of basic linear
optimization techniques move
the MVs until the APC hits a
constraint, either an MV limit
or a Controlled Variable (CV)
limit, driving the plant to operate
at “corners” of the operation
envelope. But in NGL recovery
plants, the true optimum for every
status of the external perturbations
is rarely sitting in a corner.
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Inprocess is
helping this
Middle East Oil
Major company
to capture this
extra revenue by
operating the NGL
trains closer to the
true optimum

The Inprocess’ Implementation
NGL recovery plants have a few
areas where the CVs can be set
externally (External Targets) by
a Real Time Optimization (RTO)
application in order to maximize
profits.
For plants based on Turbo-Expander
design these areas could include:
· Feed gas mixing from different
sources (if available)
· Intermediate pre-cooling
temperature
· Turbo-expander suction pressure
· Turbo-expander bypass ratio
· De-methanizer top pressure and
bottom temperature
For plants based on Multiple Chillers
design, with multi-stage propane
and ethane refrigeration cycles,
these areas could include:
· Distributing available cooling duty
among the most profitable chillers
· Setting discharge pressure and
inter-stage pressure for propane/
ethane refrigeration cycles
· Modifying demethanizer top
pressure and bottom temperature

The first phase starts with a
detailed benefit study, where the
benefits are estimated with a
rigorous model and large sets of
historical plant data.
The benefits study takes around
6-8 weeks. A basic rigorous model
is used for the sensitivity analysis
of the trade-off areas where the
APC system would not be able
to capture the extra profit, due
to the complexity of the process
and the utility system, and their
intrinsic non-linear nature. The
propane cooling circuit is a highly
complex and interactive system
where chillers’ duty, stages
pressure, stages flow, compressor
performance curves and ambient
temperature are intimately
interrelated. These points, together
with the multiple demethanizer inlet
streams and heat recycles, pose a
difficult-to-overcome challenge for
the basic MV cost-based methods
of the APC controller

Phase 1 Benefits Study

Review plant data and constraints
Build simple models, estimate benefits
Scope and Cost of project

Phase 2 Open-loop advisory
optimizer

Study process plant constraints
Develop detailed plant model with utilities,
equipment details and constraints
Develop on-line open-loop optimizer
Reassess benefits

Phase 3 Closed-loop
optimizer

Full-scope on-line closed-loop optimizer
Benefits audit

Inprocess
Inprocess is a leading services
and consulting company that
supports its clients with results
from process simulation in an
effort to help them achieve safer,
more reliable and more profitable
industrial operations. Our services
and products provide guidance to
the design and the operation of
highly complex hydrocarbon and
chemical processing plants where it
is critically important for operations

to reach and remain at optimum
values. Inprocess’ independence
of any specific technology provider
facilitates our ability to exceed
customer expectations as we are
free to combine results from any
piece of software available in the
market. Our added expertise in
software development helps to
fill the functionality gaps when
commercial products do not meet
all our customer’s requirements.

Inprocess’ passion for knowledge
transfer has contributed to the
acquisition of skills by our clients,
delivering high returns in their
investments, in both current and
future projects.
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